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Cookie Charm Bracelets - English

Cookie Charm Bracelets
Wear this charming cookie catalog on your wrist!

Supplies:
   �   12” piece of ribbon (1 per girl)
   �   6 to 8 keytags per girl (1“ paper tag with metal ring)
          (1 for each cookie variety sold)
   �   1 set of cookie or cookie character 
          stickers per girl (use template provided)
   �   1 lanyard clip (3/4”) per girl (see picture)
   �   Markers or Colored Pencils 

Girls will build people skills and gain confidence when they tell customers about the cookies 
on their charm bracelet.  

Large GroupTip 1:  
For really large groups, or to speed 
up this activity, consider buying 
key tags with the cookie pictures 
pre-printed on them.  Look for low 
cost, bulk key tag and lanyard 
clip vendors online

A savvy business lady knows her product well – so that she can
sell with clarity and confidence. Girls will brush up on their cookie
facts, and then have a chance to make a “charming” keepsake
bracelet. Not only is this fabulous bracelet a conversation starter
with potential customers, but it is a fashionable “cookie catalog”
that can be used to present the cookie line-up to interested
buyers at moments notice. All you need are key tags, ribbons,
lanyard clips, markers and cookie stickers!

Large GroupTip 2:  
A quick and simple large group variation to 
this activity is to provide each girl with one 
key tag and a 36” piece of ribbon for assem-
bling a necklace.  Allow her to choose her 
favorite cookie for the front, and to write her 
cookie goal on the back of the charm.

Instructions:
   �   Explain to the group that when you are running a business you need to know your product well.  You need 
to be able to tell potential customers about your product (Girl Scout Cookies).  By making this “ charming” 
bracelet, girls will have a chance to learn about the cookies and then tell others about it.
   �   Provide each girl with one set of supplies
   �   Encourage girls to begin by cutting out the round cookie stickers
   �   Invite girls to place a cookie sticker on one side of each key tag
   �   Use markers to write the cookie name and/or descriptions on the opposite side of each charm  
   �   Tie the lanyard clip to one end of the ribbon.
   �   Tie the charms onto the ribbon, about 1” apart (more or less, depending on the size of the girl’s wrist)
   �   Girls can fasten the bracelet by clipping the lanyard clip to one of the key tag rings.



         

 

         

 

         

                              

                                 

                           

   

                           

                              

                                 

                           

   

 

Sized to print on address label paper 


